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Abstract
The problem of recovering the structure of crystalline materials from their discrete X-rays
is of fundamental interest in many practical applications. An important special case concerns
determining the position of atoms of several dierent types in the integer lattice, given the number
of each type lying on each line parallel to some lattice directions. We show that the corresponding
consistency problem is NP-complete for any two (or more) dierent (xed) directions when six
(or more) types of atoms are involved. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classication: 05; 68R; 69U; 82D; 90C; 92C
Keywords: Tomography; Discrete tomography; Computational complexity; Polynomial-time
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1. Introduction
Motivated by applications in biology, medicine and the material sciences, the area of
tomography deals with recovering the structure of objects from their X-rays. The most
familiar of these applications is the CAT scanner, an invaluable tool in medicine for
diagnostic and surgical purposes. The mathematics of computerized tomography is well
developed and enables the processing of the X-ray information to produce approximate
sectional images.
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A dierent branch of tomography called discrete tomography is rapidly evolving in
the attempt to nd suitable algorithms to process discrete X-ray data. Such algorithms
will enjoy immediate application in the material sciences, for example in the problem of
determining molecular structures. Recent improvements in High Resolution Transmis-
sion Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) has led to the generation of data with resolutions
on the atomic scale. In particular, the papers [11, 14] describe a new technique based
on HRTEM that can eectively measure the number of atoms in a crystal lying on each
line parallel to certain directions. This technique is called QUANTITEM (QUantitative
ANalysis of The Information from Transmission Electron Microscopy). We call such
a measurement a discrete X-ray, since it is indeed a discrete form of the conventional
X-ray. (See Section 2 for precise denitions.) The goal is to use QUANTITEM to
reconstruct crystalline structures, and this leads to the mathematical inverse problem of
reconstructing nite sets of points in a lattice from their discrete X-rays.
When there is only one type of atom present in the crystal, the problem has already
been studied quite extensively. In particular, its computational complexity has been
determined completely in [6]. Briey, the problem of reconstructing a nite subset of
the integer lattice Zd (d>2) from discrete X-rays in m>2 arbitrary but xed pairwise
nonparallel lattice directions is solvable in polynomial time if m = 2, and is NP-
hard if m>3. The restriction to lattice directions is not an articial one, since the
QUANTITEM technique can only provide discrete X-rays in certain lattice directions.
The present paper studies the complexity of reconstructing materials composed of
c>2 types of atoms from discrete X-rays in m>2 pairwise nonparallel lattice direc-
tions. (The discrete X-rays now give the number of atoms of each type lying on each
line parallel to the directions.) We refer to this as the polyatomic case. This problem is
of fundamental importance in practice, for example in determining interfaces in mate-
rials. By the known results for the homogeneous case c = 1, this problem is NP-hard
for m>3, so it suces to restrict all considerations to the case m = 2.
Our main theorems, Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, show that the corresponding consistency
and uniqueness problems are NP-complete if c>6. The nal section of the paper
contains further remarks, including consequences for some problems in statistics, data
security, and machine scheduling.
2. Denitions, main problems, and preliminaries
For a set A, we denote by lin A the linear span of A. The symbol )A represents the
characteristic function of A.
For d; k 2 N with d>2 and k  d − 1, let Sk; d be the set of all k-dimensional
subspaces in Euclidean d-space Ed. If S 2Sk; d, S? denotes the orthogonal complement
of S. (Though we only require the special case k = 1 here, this notation conforms to
that of some other papers in this area.)
Let F be a nite subset of Ed, let S 2S1; d, and let A(S) denote the set of all lines
parallel to S. The (discrete) X-ray of F parallel to S is the function XSF : A(S) !
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N0 = N [ f0g dened by





Since we only consider discrete X-rays in this paper, we shall simply refer to them
as X-rays. Each X-ray provides line sums that count the number of elements of a
nite set on each line parallel to the given 1-dimensional subspace. It is in eect the
projection, counted with multiplicity, of F on S?.
Most of our results extend to arbitrary nite subsets of Ed, but we shall focus on
nite subsets of a given rational lattice, a subset of Ed that consists of all integer
combinations of a xed set of d linearly independent rational vectors. If the lattice is
known explicitly, as is the case for the crystalline structures that are to be determined
by QUANTITEM, the ane invariance of the problems we consider allows us to
assume that the lattice is the integer lattice Zd. Therefore we shall work exclusively
in Zd in the sequel.
Let L1; d denote the subset of S1; d consisting of lines spanned by a nonzero vector
of Zd, and let Fd denote the class of all nite subsets of Zd. Each element of L1; d
or Fd will be called a lattice line or lattice set, respectively.
In the sequel we consider only X-rays, parallel to a 1-dimensional lattice subspace,
of lattice sets. Each such X-ray vanishes except on a nite family of parallel lattice
lines.
Throughout the paper, we shall assume that d;m; c 2 N with d;m>2, and that
S1; : : : ; Sm 2L1; d are dierent. We shall also use the notation
Si = lin feig for i = 1; 2, where e1 = (1; 0); e2 = (0; 1);
for the coordinate lines in the plane.
We now state the rst algorithmic problem.
POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; : : : ; Sm)
Instance: For each l = 1; : : : ; c and i = 1; : : : ; m; a function fi;l :A(Si)! N0 with
nite support.
Question: Do there exist disjoint sets Fl 2 Fd such that XSiFl(T ) = fi;l(T ) for
l = 1; : : : ; c and i = 1; : : : ; m?
The statement of POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; : : : ; Sm) is slightly ambiguous since we
have not specied the data structures for encoding fi;l precisely. This can be done by
encoding each such function as a nite subset of Zd N of minimal cardinality. The
paper [6] provides a detailed rigorous algorithmic description of various aspects of this
data structure (for c = 1). We omit the details here, but note that with the appropriate
data structure in place, it is clear that POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; : : : ; Sm) is in the class
NP.
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In previous papers [6, 7] we considered the case c = 1, which corresponds to a
homogeneous material. Here we are interested in the inhomogeneous case c>2. For
each l = 1; : : : ; c and i = 1; : : : ; m, the instance provides a candidate fi;l for the X-ray
parallel to Si of an unknown lattice set Fl whose points represent atoms of the lth
type. Clearly, the sets Fl must be disjoint to model physical reality.
Note that a necessary condition for the consistency of the given instance is that for
each l, all sums
Pffi;l(T ) : T 2 A(Si)g are equal for each i to some Nl 2 N, the
cardinality of any solution Fl.
The reconstruction problem POLYc-RECONSTRUCTIONFd(S1; : : : ; Sm) is dened in a way
similar to POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; : : : ; Sm). The input is the same but the question
is replaced by the task of constructing a solution. We also consider the following
algorithmic task related to uniqueness.
POLYc-UNIQUENESSFd(S1; : : : ; Sm)
Instance: Disjoint Fl 2Fd; where l = 1; : : : ; c.
Question: Do there exist disjoint F 0l 2 Fd such that XSiFl = XSiF 0l for l = 1; : : : ; c
and i = 1; : : : ; m, and F 0l0 6= Fl0 for some l0?
Note that POLYc-UNIQUENESSFd(S1; : : : ; Sm) is in the class NP.
When c = 1 and m>3, the consistency and uniqueness problems are NP-complete
and the reconstruction problem is NP-hard; see [6]. We conclude immediately that the
same is true for c>2. When c = 1 and m = 2, each of these three problems can be
solved in polynomial time; see [2, 7, 8, 13]. In view of this we assume in the sequel
that m = 2 and c>2. We remark that the earlier paper [3] also considers the case
c = 2, but presents no complexity results.
3. Main complexity results
Our rst aim is to prove that POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; S2) is NP-complete for any
subset fS1; S2g of L1; d and any c>6. The rst step is to reduce this task to the case of
the coordinate lines S1 , S

2 in the plane. The following lemma is similar to [6, Lemma
3.2].
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that S1; S2 2 L1; d. There is a polynomial-time parsimonious
transformation from POLYc-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) to POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; S2). If
the former problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, then so is the latter.
Proof. Recall that S1 and S2 are dierent. Let Si = lin fuig, where ui 2 Zd n f0g, i =
1; 2, and let A : E2 ! Ed denote the linear map dened by Aei = ui, i = 1; 2. Note that
A is a rank 2 matrix, so there is a matrix B : A(E2)! E2 such that BA is the identity
on E2 and AB is the identity on A(E2).
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Suppose that I is an instance of POLYc-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ), and let Z

i;lZ2 be
minimal such that Zi;l + S

i is the support of the corresponding input function f

i;l for
i = 1; 2 and l = 1; : : : ; c. We dene an instance I of POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; S2) by
setting
fi;l(Az + Si) = fi;l(z + S

i )
for z 2 Zi;l. Let (F1 ; : : : ; Fc ) be a solution for I and let Fl = AFl for l = 1; : : : ; c.
Then the sets Fl are pairwise disjoint, and
Fl \ (Az + Si) = A
(
Fl \ (z + Si )

;
so (F1; : : : ; Fc) is a solution for I.
Similarly, if (F1; : : : ; Fc) is a solution for I, then (BF1; : : : ; BFc) is a solution for
I.
Finally, note that the transformation dened above runs in strongly polynomial time
and is parsimonious.
Our main proof will describe a suitable transformation from the following variant of
the well-known problem EXACT COVER (see [10, p. 95]).
k-EXACT COVER
Instance: An integer k; a nite set P; a family P of subsets of P.
Question: Is there a subfamily Q of P with cardinality k such that the sets of Q
are disjoint and the union is equal to P?
It is shown in [10] that k-EXACT COVER is NP-complete, and [5, 15] give a parsi-
monious transformation from SATISFIABILITY showing that the corresponding counting
problem #(k-EXACT COVER) is #P-complete.
Theorem 3.2. POLYc-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) is NP-complete (in the strong sense) for
c>6.
Proof. Let I = (k; P;P) be an instance of k-EXACT COVER with P = fp1; : : : ; ptg and
P = fP1; : : : ; Ppg. We shall construct an instance J of POLY6-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S2 )
such that there is a solution for J if and only if there is one for I.
Each set Fl in a solution for J consists of points representing atoms of a xed
type. To ease visual interpretation of the proof we assign each type of atom a color
and work with lattice squares rather than lattice points. Each z = (z1; z2) 2 Z2 is the
center of the lattice square
Cz = fx = (x1; x2) 2 R2 : jxj − zjj61=2; j = 1; 2g:
A lattice square whose center represents an atom of a particular color will be assigned
that color. For the six values of l corresponding to the six types of atoms, we use the
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Fig. 1. The master block.
colors red, blue, green, sienna, indigo, and orange, and indicate these in the gures
below by their initial letters r, b, g, s, i, and o (chosen to minimize confusion with
other notation). Of course, a lattice square may be left blank to indicate that there is
no atom of any color at its center.
We shall describe the instance J by dening six functions on rows of lattice squares
specifying row sums and six functions on columns specifying column sums. It will be
convenient to assign colors to the functions according to the color of the atoms they
count in any solution for J, if one exists. For example, the vertical sienna function
gives column sums for sienna atoms in a solution. The reader may nd the gures
helpful; these illustrate the encoding of an example in which the instance I of k-
EXACT COVER has k = 3, t = 5, p = 7, and
P = ffp1g; fp3g; fp1; p2g; fp1; p3g; fp1; p4g; fp2; p5g; fp2; p3; p5gg:
Note that there is a solution for this particular example, namely
Q = ffp3g; fp1; p4g; fp2; p5gg:
The functions all have value 0 on rows or columns not meeting the large rectangular
block of lattice squares depicted in Fig. 1. We call this the master block.
The position of the master block is not important; the origin could be at its top
left corner, for example. Rows are counted from the top of this (or any other) block,
and columns from the left of it. The master block contains smaller rectangular blocks
B1; : : : ; Bt (white in Fig. 1) called component blocks, each of size (2p+3) (3p+3),
and (t − 1) smaller connecting blocks (lightly shaded) of size p  (2p + 1) between
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Fig. 2. The input and rst component block.
them. The rst component block B1 and rst connecting block are shown in Figs. 2 and
3, respectively. The left column shown in Fig. 2 is not contained in B1. This column
can be regarded as an ‘input’ to the master block, just as a similar exceptional vertical
column of lattice squares can be regarded as the ‘output’. These are indicated at the
top left and bottom right of Fig. 1.
The general idea of the proof is as follows. We shall specify values for the red, blue,
green, and sienna functions in such a way that there are unique sets of atoms of these
colors whose X-rays agree with these functions. These sets will be such that in any
solution for J, atoms of the remaining two colors, indigo and orange, can only occupy
a few diagonal, horizontal, and vertical segments (i.e., consecutive lattice squares)
within the master block. (The diagonal segments play a particularly important role and
their position is indicated in Fig. 1.) The component block Bi represents the element pi
of P, i = 1; : : : ; t. The p lattice squares in the input or on any of the special diagonal
segments represent the elements of P in some xed order. In the example depicted,
the elements fp1g; fp3g; fp1; p2g; fp1; p3g; fp1; p4g; fp2; p5g; fp2; p3; p5g correspond
to the squares in the input, counted, as always, from the top. On rows and columns
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Fig. 3. The rst connecting block.
meeting Bi, the values of the orange functions encode those elements of P that contain
pi. Thus the values of the orange function in Fig. 2 indicate that p1 belongs to the
rst, third, fourth, and fth elements of P.
The values of the orange and indigo functions together encode elements in P be-
longing to a solution for the instance I of k-EXACT COVER. The construction will
ensure that in any particular solution for the instance J, the relative positions of the
red, blue, green, and sienna atoms is the same within each component block and also
within each connecting block. Also, the relative position of the k indigo atoms on a
diagonal segment meeting rows 1 through p and columns 2 through (p + 1) of each
component block Bi (e.g., D1 in Fig. 2) is the same and is completely determined by
the (p − k) indigo atoms in the input. Any solution for J will contain in each Bi
precisely one orange atom on the same row as one of these k indigo atoms. This will
mean that only the element in P corresponding to this indigo atom can contain pi 2 P.
Consequently, the positions of the k indigo atoms on any of these diagonals yield a
subset of P of cardinality k that is a solution for the instance I of k-EXACT COVER.
The converse works in a similar fashion.
We now proceed with the details of this construction. The values of the red and
blue functions are chosen so that the red and blue regions in the master block (Fig. 1)
represent sets whose X-rays agree with these functions. The crucial point is that these
sets are unique. One way to see this is to recall that by [4, Theorem 3] a planar lattice
set is uniquely determined by its X-rays parallel to the coordinate lines if and only if
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it has no bad rectangle. A bad rectangle for a lattice set F is a set consisting of four
lattice points forming a rectangle, such that the two points on one diagonal belong to
F and the two on the other diagonal do not. It is easy to see that neither the red nor
the blue set in Fig. 1 admits a bad rectangle. Therefore the chosen values of the red
and blue functions force the remaining four types of atoms to occupy positions outside
the red and blue areas.
Next, values of the green and sienna functions are chosen so that the green and sienna
parts of the master block represent sets whose X-rays agree with these functions. Again,
the sets are unique; an argument can be based on bad rectangles, but we prefer the
following alternative method.
On the left-most column on which the vertical green function is nonzero (the third
column in Fig. 2), its value is 2(p−1). Since there are only 2(p−1) lattice squares in
this column above the red area on which the horizontal green function has a nonzero
value, the position on this column of green atoms in any solution is uniquely deter-
mined. The same argument applies to all the other columns for which the vertical
green function has value 2(p− 1) (for example, the eleventh column in Fig. 2 or the
rst column in Fig. 3). Now consider the fourth column, for which the vertical green
function has value 2(p−2). The 2(p−2) green atoms indicated in Fig. 2 are the only
possible ones in a solution, since the horizontal green function has values 1 and 2 on
rows (p − 1) and 2p, respectively, and these rows already contain these numbers of
green atoms. Again, the same applies to all the other columns for which the vertical
green function has value 2(p − 2) (for example, the twelfth column in Fig. 2 or the
second column in Fig. 3). Applying this argument inductively we see that the set of
green atoms is uniquely determined in any solution. A similar proof shows that the
set of sienna atoms in any solution is also uniquely determined by the sienna function
values.
We now turn our attention to the indigo and orange atoms in a solution, which can
only occupy squares left free by the red, blue, green, and sienna atoms. The values of
the horizontal indigo function are chosen to be 0 on row i(p + 1), i = 1; : : : ; 3t, and
1 on all other rows meeting the master block; see Figs. 2 and 3. The values of the
vertical indigo function on the rst and last columns of the master block are (p− k)
and k, respectively, and on the intermediate columns the values repeat a pattern of 0
followed by p 1’s.
The values of the orange functions are 0 on all rows and columns except those
meeting a component block Bi. In the instance I of k-EXACT COVER, a certain subset
of P consists of elements containing pi. If there are ri such elements in this subset,
the value of the horizontal orange function is chosen to be 1 on the corresponding
ri rows among the rst p rows of Bi. (In the example depicted in Fig. 2, we have
r1 = 4 and the rst, third, fourth, and fth elements of the seven in P contain p1.)
The remaining (p − ri) values of the horizontal orange function on the rst p rows
are chosen to be 0. The same pattern is repeated for rows (2p+ 3); : : : ; (3p+ 2). Row
(p+1) is assigned value 1 and row (3p+3) the value (ri−1). All other rows meeting
Bi are given the value 0. The vertical orange function values on columns meeting Bi
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conform to a similar pattern of 0’s and 1’s, with two special columns, the rst and
(p + 2)th, having values 1 and (ri − 1), respectively. We refer the reader again to
Fig. 2.
This completes the description of the instance J of POLY6-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ).
Suppose there is a solution, that is, disjoint sets of atoms of the six types whose
horizontal and vertical X-rays have the function values chosen above.
The red, blue, green, and sienna atoms in the solution must occupy the positions
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, for reasons given above. Observe next that there must be
(p− k) indigo atoms in the rst column of the master block, and the horizontal indigo
function values imply that there are k indigo atoms lying in complementary positions
on the diagonal segment D1 of length p at the top left of B1 (see Fig. 2). Now the
values of the vertical indigo function imply that there are (p− k) indigo atoms lying
in the same relative positions as the original ones on another diagonal segment below
D1. This process continues through B1 and via the rst connecting block to B2, and so
on in this fashion throughout the master block. The relative positions of the (p − k)
(or k) indigo atoms on each alternate diagonal segment is always the same. Also, the
output at the bottom right of the master block contains k indigo atoms. We shall show
below that the position of the k indigo atoms on any alternate diagonal segment yield
the required solution for the instance I of k-EXACT COVER.
To prove this we must consider the orange atoms in the solution for J. Recall
that the orange function values encode those elements in P that contain a particular
element of P. We must show that in each Bi, exactly one of the k indigo atoms on the
diagonal segment at its top left represents an element in Q that contains pi; in other
words, exactly one of these k indigo atoms lies on a row on which the value of the
horizontal orange function is 1. In the example depicted in Fig. 2, this is the one on
the fth row.
Consider any component block, say the rst. We have seen that the positions of
the red, blue, green, and sienna atoms are xed. The values of the horizontal orange
function imply that there are either (r1 − 1) or r1 orange atoms on D1. Suppose that
there are r1 such atoms. Considering alternately the values of the vertical and horizon-
tal indigo functions, we see that there are r1 indigo atoms on the diagonal segment D2
meeting rows (2p+3) through (3p+2) and columns (p+3) through (2p+2). Further-
more, these indigo atoms must occupy the only permissible lattice squares available on
D2 for orange atoms. However, if there are no orange atoms on D2, there must be r1
orange atoms in column (p+2), contradicting the value (r1−1) of the vertical orange
function on this column.
We conclude that there are exactly (r1− 1) orange atoms on D1. Suppose that there
are no indigo atoms on D1 also lying on a row on which the horizontal orange function
has value 1. The indigo function values then imply that there are indigo atoms on D2
on every column on which the vertical orange function has value 1. This in turn means
that there are no orange atoms on D2, which we saw above is impossible. Therefore,
since there are r1 rows among the rst p on which the horizontal orange function
has value 1, there must be precisely one such row on which there is an indigo atom
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also on D1. Consequently, we have obtained the desired solution for the instance I of
k-EXACT COVER.
Now suppose we are given a solution Q for the instance I of k-EXACT COVER. The
red, blue, green, and sienna atoms in the positions shown form a partial solution for
the instance J of POLY6-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ), since the corresponding X-rays have
values equal to those prescribed above. From the set Q we can determine the positions
of all the indigo atoms via the correspondence explained above in such a way that
they are also part of a solution for J. For i = 1; : : : ; t, there is a unique element in
Q containing pi. This determines the position of the orange atoms in Bi, again via the
above correspondence, so that they too are part of a solution for J. Therefore we have
a solution for the instance J of POLY6-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ).
Finally, note that since we can assume without loss of generality that k6p, the
size of the master block is bounded by a polynomial in p and t. Therefore the above
transformation runs in strongly polynomial time. Clearly, it is also parsimonious.
Putting together Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2, the fact that #(k-EXACT COVER) is #P-
complete, and the fact that the transformation constructed in the previous proof is
parsimonious, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.3. If c>6; then POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; S2) is NP-complete (in the strong
sense), and its counting version #(POLYc-CONSISTENCYFd(S1; S2)) is #P-complete.
It follows immediately that POLYc-RECONSTRUCTIONFd(S1; S2) is NP-hard for c>6.
We now turn to POLYc-UNIQUENESSF2 (S1; S2). We nd it convenient to employ the
NP-completeness of the following problem.
UNIQUE SATISFIABILITY
Instance: Positive integers s; t; a set V of s Boolean variables, a set C of t clauses
over V; and a truth assignment T for C.
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for C that is dierent from T ?
We believe the follow lemma is known but did not nd a proof in the literature. (See
[1, 12] for complexity classes and results related to a variant of the above problem:
given a Boolean formula, decide whether it has exactly one satisfying truth assignment.)
Lemma 3.4. UNIQUE SATISFIABILITY is NP-complete in the strong sense.
Proof. Clearly, UNIQUE SATISFIABILITY is in NP. To prove NP-completeness we de-
scribe a transformation from SATISFIABILITY.
Suppose I = (s; t; V;C) is an instance of SATISFIABILITY. We assume that V =
fx1; : : : ; xsg and C = fC1; : : : ; Ctg, so the problem is to decide whether the Boolean
expression
B = C1 ^ C2 ^ : : : ^ Ct
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has a satisfying truth assignment. We shall construct an instance I0 = (s0; t0; V 0;C0; T 0)
of UNIQUE SATISFIABILITY such that there is a solution for the former if and only if there
is solution for the latter.
Suppose that C1 = (l1 _ : : : _ ln). We may assume that n6s and each variable
occurs only once, so by relabeling the variables, if necessary, we have li 2 fxi;:xig
for i = 1; : : : ; n.
We dene an instance I0 = (s0; t0; V 0;C0; T 0) of UNIQUE SATISFIABILITY by letting
s0 = s, t0 = st, V 0 = V ,
C0 = f(C _ :li) : C 2 C; i = 1; : : : ; ng [ f(C _ xi) : C 2 C; i = n+ 1; : : : ; sg;
and letting T 0 be the truth assignment for which li is false, i = 1; : : : ; n, and xi is



















so I0 is a proper instance of UNIQUE SATISFIABILITY.
Suppose that there is a solution for I, that is, a satisfying truth assignment T . Since


















we see that T satises B0. Therefore there is a solution for I0.
Conversely, a solution for I0 yields a truth assignment T dierent from T 0 that sat-






is false, since T 6= T 0. Therefore
B = (
Vt
i=1 Ci) must be true in T , so there is a solution for I.
Finally, note that the transformation runs in strongly polynomial time.
Theorem 3.5. POLYc-UNIQUENESSFd(S1; S2) is NP-complete (in the strong sense) for
c>6.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, it suces to prove the result for POLY6-UNIQUENESSF2 (S1 ; S

2 ).
In [5, 15] it is shown that there is a parsimonious transformation from SATISFIABILITY
to k-EXACT COVER. By Lemma 3.4, this implies that what may be called UNIQUE k-EXACT
COVER is NP-complete in the strong sense. Since the transformation from k-EXACT
COVER to POLY6-UNIQUENESSF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) constructed in Theorem 3.2 runs in strongly
polynomial time and is parsimonious, the result follows.
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4. Remarks and Consequences
4.1. A conjecture
By the results of Theorem 3.3 and the consequences of [6] stated before, the only
cases for which the computational complexity of POLYc-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) and
POLYc-UNIQUENESSF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) are left undetermined are those for which c = 2; 3; 4; 5.
Conjecture 4.1. POLYc-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S






NP-complete (in the strong sense) for c>3.
We believe that a substantially new technique will be needed, at least for the case
c = 3.
Question 4.2. What is the computational complexity of POLY2-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 )
and POLY2-UNIQUENESSF2 (S1 ; S

2 )?
We have not yet seen unpublished work of Picouleau, which may bear on the pre-
vious question.
4.2. Separate versus joint uniqueness
We noted above that it is known that when c = 1 and m = 2, uniqueness can be
checked in polynomial time. Under the assumption that P 6= NP, therefore, Theorem
3.5 shows that when m = 2, the problem of checking uniqueness for c>6 types of
atoms is not equivalent to that of checking uniqueness for each type of atom separately.
It remains possible (and relevant to the second part of Question 4.2) that checking
uniqueness for two types of atoms is equivalent to checking uniqueness for three related
homogeneous problems: the two obtained by considering the data for each type of
atom separately and the problem obtained by adding the corresponding functions for
the two types of atoms. However, an example from [3], depicted in Fig. 4, shows that
even consistency does not follow from the consistency and uniqueness of the three
related homogeneous problems. The left and middle parts of Fig. 4 give the unique
congurations of red and blue atoms, respectively, having the row and column sums
indicated. The right part does the same when these margin sums are added. It is easy
to check that there is no solution for the instance in which the red and blue functions
are considered together.
Suppose that the data for two types of atoms determine the position of atoms of
one type. Then uniqueness can be checked in polynomial time, since we can delete the
determined atoms from the candidate set and then check the other type for uniqueness
in polynomial time. Now suppose that when the two types of data are summed, this
summed data determines uniquely a solution set F . Then we can check in polyno-
mial time within F for a solution for the data for one type of atom. If there is no
such solution, there cannot be a solution for the original data, while if there is, the
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
remaining type of atom must ll the remaining spaces in F . Generally, however, the
following example, together with the previous one, indicates that the relation between
separate and joint uniqueness might be rather complicated. Fig. 5 shows an instance
of POLY2-CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) where there are three dierent solutions for each color
separately, yet the specied instance has a unique solution.
4.3. Contingency tables
Theorem 3.2 shows that the consistency problem for the reconstruction of a restricted
type of contingency table from its row and column sums is NP-complete.
In fact, let q be a prime number larger than the number of rows and the number of
columns of the master block in the construction from Theorem 3.2. Using the lattice
squares in the master block, we can dene an instance K of a contingency table
consistency problem in which the nonzero table entries are restricted to integers of the
form ql, where l = 0; 1; : : : ; 5. Let the functions dened above specifying row sums for
the six colors be f0; f1; : : : ; f5. Then we dene a function g1 by
g1(T ) = f0(T ) + f1(T )q+   + f5(T )q5;
for each row T . It is easy to see that the value of g1(T ) uniquely determines the num-
bers fl(T ) in the previous equation. We dene a function g2 on columns analogously.
If there is a solution for K, then there is a contingency table with nonzero entries
of the form ql, where l = 0; 1; : : : ; 5, whose row sums and column sums are given
by g1 and g2. A solution for J is then obtained by identifying each entry ql with an
atom of the corresponding color. Conversely, if there is a solution for J, one obtains
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a solution for K by replacing each atom of a given color by the entry ql correspond-
ing to that color. We conclude that the consistency problem for this restricted type
of contingency table is NP-complete and the corresponding reconstruction problem is
NP-hard. Similarly, the uniqueness problem is also NP-complete.
4.4. Data security
The results of the previous section also complement work in [9] concerning
three-dimensional statistical data security. Here the problem is to reconstruct a three-
dimensional table whose entries are nonnegative integers from its row, column, and le
sums, that is, the line sums parallel to the x-, y-, and z-axes. In [9] it is shown that
this reconstruction problem for n n n tables is NP-hard even if the line sums are
restricted to f0; 1g. (Note that in the context of data security, NP-hardness is highly
desirable, of course.)
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that the reconstruction problem is also NP-hard for
n n 7 tables when the row and column sums are unrestricted and the le sums are
1 on the corresponding nn grid. To see this, consider again the instance J of POLY6-
CONSISTENCYF2 (S1 ; S

2 ) constructed in Theorem 3.2, and suppose the size of the master
block used there is m  n. We construct an instance K0 of the table reconstruction
problem as follows. Each of the rst six horizontal levels of the table is assigned one
of the six colors used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. The row and column sums for
each such level are the same as the horizontal and vertical function values, respectively,
specied for that particular color in the instance J. If T is any row in the seventh
level of the table, the row sum for T is n minus the sum of the row sums for the
rows below T in the rst six levels of the table; in other words, the number of lattice
squares unoccupied by atoms of any color in any solution for J. Column sums in the
seventh level are dened analogously. Finally, the le sum for each le is 1. A solution
for J immediately yields a solution for K0 when 0’s and 1’s are inserted in the table
according to the position of atoms, via the correspondence just described. Conversely,
a solution for K0 must have entries that are 0 or 1, in view of the le sums, and the
position of the 1’s in each of the rst six levels indicates the position of the atoms in
a solution for J. (Note that the le sums guarantee that at most one atom can occupy
any lattice square.) It is now easy to modify the construction to extend the result to
the case m = n.
4.5. Scheduling
Our reconstruction problem can be interpreted as a special machine scheduling prob-
lem. Here each task is composed of several types of units and each machine must
perform specied quantities of the various types of units. The problem can be re-
cast in the form POLYc-RECONSTRUCTIONF2 (S1 ; S

2 ), where c is the number of types of
units, now regarded as types of atoms. The machines are identied with a nite subset
of A(S1 ) and the tasks with a nite subset of A(S

2 ). The functions f1;l and f2;l
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encode the units to be performed by each machine and the units comprising each task,
respectively. Theorem 3.2 is then applicable.
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